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Star power
Homes hitting  
8+ Stars
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Renter-friendly green shading
Relocating an old house

Your Home turns 20 
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HOUSE PROFILE

Jenni and Lance’s 8.7-Star Perth 
home is designed for excellent 
thermal performance, ageing 
in place, health, community 
connection and a love of 
gardening. 

 
Before retiring, Lance and Jenni lived 
in one side of a duplex pair for over 20 
years. “We had reached the limit of what 
we could retrofit on our cheaply built 
little brick-and-tile totally unsustainable 
home,” says Lance. They had been 
dreaming of building a tailor-made green 
home with a garden large enough to grow 
their own food for many years, and when 
the opportunity came up to purchase the 
other half of the duplex, they took it.
 Enter Griff Morris, director of Solar 
Dwellings and veteran designer of close 
to a thousand passive solar homes. Griff 
designed a house for a friend of Jenni and 
Lance in 1998, so they had experienced 
his work in action over many years. “He 
knows all the sustainability principles like 
the back of his hand, and is very good at 
adapting them to clients’ requests,” says 
Lance. 
 As well as a small footprint and 

generous garden, the couple’s brief 
included maximum energy efficiency, 
water conservation, plenty of natural light, 
and maintaining a connection to their 
street and community. In addition, Jenni 
is an ergonomist and very conscious of 
their needs for ageing in place. This fitted 
in well with Griff’s philosophy that true 
sustainability includes design for multi-
generational living and universal access 
for people of all abilities and through 
different life stages. 
 In order to maximise thermal 
efficiency, Griff designed the house as 
an interconnected whole, taking many 
different elements into consideration: “It’s 
one organism, so every part is connected. 
Some parts work harder than others, but 
every one is important,” he says. The 
elements include airflow, orientation, 
shading, the slab, thermal mass, ground 
temperature, glazing, the depth of the 
rooms, and the points of connection 
and ratios between these parts. “This 
building has close to the ideal ratio for all 
of those things, which gives it consistent 
temperatures in summer and winter with 
almost no active heating or cooling,” says 
Griff. 
 The two-storey double brick home 

At a glance
   8.7-Star, all-electric 
home that could be two 
separate dwellings

   Carefully balanced 
passive solar design

   Designed for flexibility of 
use and ageing in place

   Large, productive garden

Ticking
all boxes

LOCATION Claremont, WA  •  WORDS Rebecca Krispin  •  PHOTOGRAPHY Babett Fekete
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North light floods into the living spaces 
and main bedroom at Lance and Jenni’s 
highly efficient, flexible new home. Their 
beloved garden is devoid of lawn, instead 
featuring native ground cover, mulch and 
gravel paths as well as productive food 
gardens.
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has many other sustainable design 
features, including a wide pergola with 
deciduous grapevines to the north, 
zoning for temperature control (including 
a door between the downstairs living 
space and the stairs) and energy-efficient 
laminated glazing, which provides quite 
high performance for a more affordable 
cost than double glazing. There are 
also blockout curtains with pelmets in 
the north-facing rooms, dark floor tiles 
for solar gain and a roof layout that 
maximises the performance of the solar 
panels. 
 As well as energy efficiency, Griff’s 
design caters for community connection, 
long-term flexibility and health. The 
ground floor features a north-facing 
open plan living and dining area, with a 
kitchen designed for ease of cooking and 
entertaining and windows looking out to 
the street. The main bedroom is on this 
level, along with a study that could be 
used as a second bedroom. The upper 
floor boasts its own living space, bedroom, 
kitchenette and bathroom with taps for 
a future washing machine, plus beautiful 
views over the garden.

 The whole house is fitted with features 
to enable ageing in place, including wide 
corridors and doorways, hobless showers 
to reduce tripping hazards, and a wide 
staircase to allow for installation of a 
stairlift in the future. The two levels have 
been designed to function as completely 
independent units with a couple of simple 
modifications, meaning that the upstairs 
can be rented out or used by family or a 
live-in carer as needed. 
 The house is well ventilated, and the 
bedroom windows have been designed 
to allow the cool afternoon sea breeze of 
the famous ‘Fremantle Doctor’ to waft 
through in summer. Dust accumulation is 
minimised and cleaning made easy with 
tiled floors and kitchen cupboards that 
extend to the ceiling.  
 The council insisted on a double 
garage, which seemed excessive for a 
couple with one small car. Griff’s design 
solution was to turn it into a multipurpose 
space. “Lance and Jenni ride their bikes a 
great deal, and Lance really loves pottering 
around and fixing things, so it’s a real 
service area,” says Griff. As well as storage, 
the garage functions as a workshop, 

laundry and playroom for their grandkids, 
and it is fitted out for charging an electric 
car in the future.
 The generous garden includes 
productive north-facing food growing 
areas close to the house. There is no 
lawn, only mulch, native ground cover 
and gravel paths to reduce water use. 
The house is also set up for rainwater 
harvesting and dual plumbed for 
greywater recycling in the future. 
 Lance’s only concern is that the 
garden may eventually become too big for 
them to manage; everything else about 
their home has exceeded the couple’s 
expectations. “We thought the house 
was fantastic when we moved into it, but 
it’s got better and better with time,” says 
Lance. His favourite feature is the ground-
connected concrete slab floor: “From 
a thermal stability perspective, it’s just 
amazing. It stays at a perfect 20 degrees 
Celsius and regulates the internal air 
temperature amazingly well.”
 Adds Jenni: “We love the house, it’s 
fantastic. It’s warm in winter and it’s lovely 
and cool in summer. And it really works.” 
S

q  

A large pergola on the northern side of the house will eventually be well shaded in 
summer by deciduous vines; in the meantime, shadecloth helps out.
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN LEGEND 

1  Entry
2  Bedroom
3  Living
4  Kitchen
5  Dining
6  Bathroom
7  Laundry 
8  Toilet
9  Study
10  Kitchenette
11  Pantry
12   Walk-in robe
13  Stairs
14  Garage
15  Porch
16  Void

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

q  

The living space upstairs is currently used as a music room, but has been fitted with a kitchenette to 
allow the upper level to function as a separate dwelling if needed in the future.
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HOUSE SPECIFICATIONS
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INSIGHTS
“There is no such thing 
as a perfect project, but 
this one comes close. I 
would have preferred the 
downstairs bathroom to 
be located on the north to 
be drier and mould-free, 
but there was simply no 
room. I’m very fussy – but 
you don’t have to have 
things absolutely perfect. 
If you know enough, there 
is always a way around 
a problem to get the 
performance you’re after.”

Griff Morris, designer

DESIGNER
Griff Morris,  
Solar Dwellings

BUILDER
NuLook Homes

PROJECT TYPE
New build

LOCATION
Claremont, WA

COST
$601,000

SIZE
Ground floor 153m2 
First floor 88.5m2 

Land 946m2

ENERGY RATING
8.7 Stars 

ENERGY ASSESSOR
Taryn Cox, COXECO 

HOT WATER
  Rinnai Sunmaster System 9 200L solar 
thermal hot water system with electric boost

RENEWABLE ENERGY
  6.6kW solar PV system (Jinko Cheetah 
panels)

WATER SAVING
  Water-efficient fixtures and fittings (WELS 
3-6 star)

  Plumbing in place for future greywater 
recycling 

PASSIVE DESIGN, HEATING & COOLING
  Extensive north-facing glazing 
  Pergola with deciduous vines to provide 
summer shading to the north

  Concrete slab on ground with dark tiles, and 
190mm thick internal masonry walls in the 
living/dining area for thermal mass

  Windows located and sized to promote 
crossflow ventilation

  Zoning to reduce unwanted heat transfer 
around the house

  Heavy curtains and pelmets to north-facing 
rooms to reduce heat transfer

  Draughtproofed doors

ACTIVE HEATING & COOLING
  Fanco Infinity DC ceiling fans to downstairs 
and upstairs living areas, and Infinity LED DC 
ceiling fans to bedrooms 

BUILDING MATERIALS
  Insulated double brick construction using 
Austral bricks made in WA 

  Recycled bricks from Brajkovich Demolition 
for feature wall around front door

  Ground-connected concrete slab downstairs 
and Floortech suspended slab upstairs
  Colorbond roof 
  CSR Gyprock plasterboard to ceilings (made 
in WA) 
  Insulation: Bradford Gold batts to ceiling 
(R4.1), Anticon blanket to roof (R1.3), 
Kingspan Air-Cell Permicav (R1.85) to double 
brick wall cavity
  GDI insulated garage door 

WINDOWS & GLAZING
  Aluminium-framed windows and doors with 
6.38mm Viridian ComfortPlus glass and 
6mm Viridian toughened SmartGlass SP10, 
supplied by Jason Windows

LIGHTING
  LED lighting throughout 

PAINTS, FINISHES & FLOOR COVERINGS 
  Textured acrylic render to external brick walls 
and plaster render to internal brick walls 
  Belga Charcoal tiles to all floors

OTHER ESD FEATURES 
  All-electric home
  Designed for universal access for ageing in 
place; upstairs can function as a separate 
dwelling, and laundry is in garage so it could 
be shared
  Minimal hallways to reduce building materials 
required
  Low allergen kitchen: cupboards go to the 
ceiling, minimising places for dust to collect
  Roof design to maximise performance of 
solar panels
  Productive vegetable garden and fruit trees 
  Native trees and shrubs and no lawn, for 
reduced water use 
  Mulch sourced from mulch.net, connecting 
local arborists with people who need mulch
  Small footprint house and minimal hard 
surfaces to aid in groundwater replenishment
  Waste management plan was designed with 
the builder to minimise waste and ensure 
materials were recycled where possible




